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Abstract—In the presence of jamming, the task of tracking
targets using adaptive phased array radars raises challenges for
both signal processing and tracking algorithms. While algorithms
for deep nulling of jammers, such as adaptive beamforming, are
well-known, tracking algorithms still have to face the problem
of the jammer notch, where targets are barely visible (for the
antenna) due to jamming interference and/or adaptive jammer
suppression. On top of that, tracking algorithms have to cope with
inaccurate predictions and large bias of measurements, possibly
leading to track instabilities culminating in track loss.

This paper deals with the problem of maintaining a track for a
single target in severe jamming environment. We present different
stabilization measures to improve track stability and track con-
tinuity (e.g., avoidance of antenna look directions in the jammer
notch, usage of pseudo-measurements to maintain the track file
if the predicted target direction is in the jammer notch, etc.). In
this context, the most accurate modeling of angle measurement
uncertainties plays a decisive role. Simulation results demonstrate
significant improvements of tracking performance.

Keywords—Adaptive beamforming, jamming, negative infor-
mation, phased array radar, target tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the presence of jamming, keeping an air target un-
der surveillance using forward looking airborne radar is a
formidable challenge for both signal processing and tracking
algorithms [1], [2]. While algorithms for deep nulling of
jammers—strong interference can only be efficiently sup-
pressed by adaptive beamforming (ABF)—are well-known, a
point often overlooked is that the usage of adapted beams can
seriously affect the angle estimates, in particular for jammers
on the skirt of the main beam, which, operationally, is just
the most likely form of jamming. Whereas the generalized
monopulse procedure [3] can reduce these angle errors on the
signal processing level, tracking algorithms still have to face
the problem of the jammer notch, where the tracked target
is undetectable by the radar. This is similar to the problem
of the clutter notch in GMTI tracking caused by Doppler
blindness (GMTI: Ground Moving Target Indicator). Methods
to exploit the knowledge of the clutter notch depending on the
radar-to-target geometry have been presented in [4], [5], where
target-state-dependent detection probabilities and a GMTI-
specific sensor model still provide some negative information
to maintain the track file even tough there is no sensor output.

This concept of negative information can also be applied
to the problem of the jammer notch. In the case of jamming,
the position of the jammer and therefore the radar-to-jammer

geometry can be determined because airborne jammers are
often strong sources free of clutter. For example, the spotlight
MUSIC method [6] provides this opportunity for multifunction
airborne radar working with subarray outputs (MUSIC: MUlti-
ple SIgnal Classification). But if the jammer position is known,
some information about the distribution of the angle estimates
is also available. The distribution of the adaptive monopulse
estimator has been determined in [7] for different target
fluctuation models. According to [7], the covariance matrix of
the adaptive monopulse angle estimation does not change very
much its shape for the different fluctuation models. Assuming
a Swerling I model and that the predicted position of the track
file equals the true target position, it is possible to use the
covariance matrix of the adaptive monopulse estimate as a
priori information for the tracking algorithm.

A first application of this idea has been published in [8]
for the case of an airborne radar in air-to-air mode. However,
this technique proved to be quite sensitive in real scenarios
because the performance prediction of the monopulse estimate
for a jammer on the skirt of the main beam can be highly
variable. This fact has caused some further investigations
and developments. We have analyzed the reasons for these
tracking stability problems, which can be attributed to various
sources: the configuration of the adaptive array antenna into
subarrays, the generalized monopulse, target dynamics, the
tracking algorithm. Hence, this paper presents the results of
our study to improve track stability for this kind of ABF track-
ing. It is organized as follows: Starting from the underlying
target and measurement model, we subsequently present the
corresponding sensor model and our stabilization methods to
mitigate the track stability problems. In view of the different
coordinate systems of the target and measurement model, we
use an extended Kalman filter (EKF) and explain how the
linearized target motion model equations can be integrated in
an interacting multiple model (IMM) framework. The paper is
completed by simulation results comparing different configu-
rations of the tracking algorithm, where we only consider the
case of well-separated targets, or more specifically, where we
limit the number of targets as well as the number of sensor
platforms to one in order to avoid any multi-target multi-
sensor tracking problems. Additionally, the focus is on track
maintenance, while estimation under uncertain observation-to-
track association in possible presence of false alarms is out of
scope of this paper.
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II. TARGET AND MEASUREMENT MODEL

From a Bayesian point of view, the problem of target
tracking may be generalized in a unified statistical framework
allowing for the mathematical coupling between information
and its credibility. In this context, tracking algorithms may be
considered as iterative updating schemes for the conditional
probability density p(xk |Yk) of the target state xk at each
time tk given the accumulated sensor data Yk up to and
including scan k [4]. Moreover, we have to keep in mind that
the quality of tracking results highly depends on the accurate
modeling of the prediction and update step. In this paper, we
try to estimate kinematic states represented by a random vector
xTk = [rTk , ṙ

T
k , r̈

T
k ] (position, velocity, and acceleration) in a

three-dimensional space, where rk = [ek, nk, ak]T denotes the
spatial component in a local (east, north, altitude) Cartesian
coordinate system—hereinafter referred to as the geographic
coordinate system. This enables us to use a linear evolution
model as usual in Kalman filtering theory:

xk = Fk|k−1xk−1 + vk (1)

with the state transition matrix Fk|k−1 = F̃k|k−1 ⊗ I3. The
additive process noise vk is assumed to be a zero mean nor-
mally distributed random vector with process noise variance
Qk|k−1 = Q̃k|k−1 ⊗ I3. In detail, we use

F̃k|k−1 =

 1 tk − tk−1
1
2 (tk − tk−1)2

0 1 tk − tk−1

0 0 e−(tk−tk−1)/θ

 (2)

Q̃k|k−1 = Σ2
(
1− e−2(tk−tk−1)/θ

) 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

 (3)

with two scalar parameters to quantify the agility of the
target: the acceleration standard deviation Σ and the maneuver
correlation time θ [9].

While the target dynamics model is linear in the geographic
coordinate system, the desired linearity of the measurement
model requires that the target state is described in sensor
coordinates, i.e., (xsk)T = [(rsk)T , (ṙsk)T , (r̈sk)T ] with (rsk)T =
[uTk , rk]. Herein, uk = [uk, vk]T denotes the vector of the
direction cosines and rk the range information. Now, the trans-
formation from xk to xsk uses an intermediate step: the antenna
coordinate system. In this relative Cartesian coordinate system,
the target state is described by (xak)T = [(rak)T , (ṙak)T , (r̈ak)T ]
with (rak)T = [xk, yk, zk], where the (x, y)-plane coincides
with the surface of the antenna aperture, while the z-axis
equals the surface normal of the aperture. This means that
the antenna coordinate system has a left-handed orientation
and that the target state in antenna coordinates is obtained
according to

xak = Ck (xk − pk) (4)

where pk denotes the kinematical vector of the observing
platform and Ck = I3 ⊗ C̃k is the rotation matrix:

C̃k=

1 0 0
0 cos(hel

k ) − sin(hel
k )

0 sin(hel
k ) cos(hel

k )

·
cos(haz

k ) − sin(haz
k ) 0

0 0 1
sin(haz

k ) cos(haz
k ) 0

 (5)
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Figure 1. Generic fully-filled array with 902 elements and 32 subarrays (as
a function of the wavelength λ).
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Figure 2. Azimuth cut of sum and difference patterns with −35 dB Taylor
and approximated −35 dB Bayliss weighting.

with

haz
k = arctan(ėk/ṅk) (6)

hel
k = arctan

(
ȧk
(
ė2k + ṅ2

k

)− 1
2
)
. (7)

Explicit equations for the nonlinear mapping between antenna
and sensor coordinates can be found in [8], i.e.,

xsk = ts←a[xak] , Js←a
[
xak
]

=
∂ts←a[x]

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=xa

k

(8)

xak = ta←s[xsk] , Ja←s
[
xsk
]

=
∂ta←s[x]

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=xs

k

(9)

where Js←a
[
xak
]

and Ja←s
[
xsk
]

denote the corresponding
Jacobian matrices. As mentioned before, the target state in
sensor coordinates leads to a linear measurement equation:

yk = Hxsk + wk (10)

with the measurement noise wk being normally distributed
with variance Rk. Moreover, the sensor report yk contains
measurements of the direction cosines, the range, and the
range-rate, i.e.,

H =


1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

 . (11)

Since we want to use the covariance matrix of the adaptive
monopulse angle estimate as a priori information, the measure-
ment noise Rk depends heavily on the current sensor model.
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Figure 3. Illustration of different stabilization measures to improve track continuity, where ub denotes the look direction of the antenna.

III. SENSOR MODEL

A. Generic Phased Array Radar
We consider an advanced phased array radar with digital

subarrays, which enables the system to perform adaptive inter-
ference suppression and adaptive monopulse angle estimation
as described in [3], [7], [8]. In detail, we use a fully-filled
planar array with irregular subarrays from which sum and
two difference beams (for azimuth and elevation) are formed.
This array has already been used for numerous simulations
in previous papers (cf. [7], [8], [10]) and is considered as a
generic antenna of an airborne radar with low sidelobes and
digital beamforming at subarray level. We apply a −35 dB
Taylor weighting at the elements to form the sum beam, while
the difference beams are formed by approximating a −35 dB
Bayliss weighting at subarray level for the given Taylor
weighting at the elements. Details of difference beamforming
at subarray level and approximating low sidelobe patterns can
be found in [10]. Figure 1 shows the array with subarrays,
Figure 2 the resulting patterns of the sum and difference beam
(azimuth cut only). By approximating the Bayliss weighting at
subarray level, it is of course not possible to attain the −35 dB
sidelobe level, a suboptimum maximum level of −30 dB is
obtained. This array is used for all subsequent simulations.

B. Generalized Monopulse Formula
Let u denote the components1 of the direction unit vector in

the antenna plane (direction cosines). Then, starting from the
beam formed in direction ub, the angle estimate is obtained
according to the generalized monopulse formula [3]

û = ub − C (Re{R} − µ) (12)

with real correction quantities µ and C. Herein, R is the vector
of monopulse ratios, i.e.,

R(ub) = D(ub)S(ub)/ |S(ub)|2 = D(ub)/S(ub) (13)

which2 is formed from measured beam outputs: the measured
sum beam output S(ub) and the vector D(ub) of the measured

1The quantities u and v denote the components of the unit direction vector
u in the (x, y)-plane of the antenna coordinate system: azimuth and elevation.

2Herein, z denotes the conjugate of the complex number z.

difference beam outputs, where each beam is formed into
direction ub. In detail, the difference beams

D(ub) =
[
Daz(ub), Del(ub)

]T
(14)

represent estimates of the partial derivatives ∂S(ub)/∂u and
∂S(ub)/∂v. The point is that this procedure can be applied to
nearly any kind of beamforming (deterministic or adaptive).
Clearly, if the sum beam output is zero, the estimate will be
very large. To avoid this, we consider only data with sum
beam power above a detection threshold η, i.e., |S(ub)|2 > η.
Following a general rule of thumb, we set this threshold to
13 dB above receiver noise.

C. Sensor Management

As already mentioned in the introduction, we focus on the
tracking mode of the antenna, where the look direction ub

is specified by the predicted target direction uk|k−1, which
is part of the prediction xsk|k−1. It is therefore obvious that
the accuracy of the tracking results affects the quality of the
measurements. This interdependence may be considered as
a vicious circle because an inaccurate prediction leading to
a suboptimal antenna look direction results in an imprecise
tracking result, which has a bearing on the next prediction
step and so forth. Apart from target dynamics and the tracking
algorithm, various factors exert influence on track stability
and track continuity: the configuration of the adaptive array
antenna into subarrays, the generalized monopulse, et cetera.
In the following, we present different stabilization measures
to improve track continuity, which may be subsumed under
the heading of “sensor management”.

1) Projection of Monopulse Estimate: In the tracking mode,
the predicted target direction is used as the initial target direc-
tion estimate ub. However, the monopulse estimate is biased.
More precisely, the bias is zero at ub and increases with the
target offset from this initial direction. For adapted beams,
a bias also occurs in look directions close to the jammer or
opposite of the jammer. One way to mitigate this effect is to
apply the multi-step monopulse procedure described in [3].
But even in this case, the tracking algorithm has to cope with
inaccurate prediction and large bias, possibly leading to track
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Figure 4. Illustration of the possibly highly elliptical shape of the measure-
ment noise covariance matrix. Shown are representative measurement error
ellipses (red line) for selected target directions (blue six-pointed stars) with
optimal antenna look directions, i.e., ub equals the respective target direction,
while ABF is used for nulling the jammer located at origin. (This figure is
based on Figure 1 of [8].)

instabilities culminating in track loss. Therefore, it is necessary
to limit the monopulse estimate to a reliable value, which is
given by a neighborhood αBW of the sum beamwidth BW
(with α > 1). Figure 3(a) illustrates this procedure. Note that
the sum beamwidth increases with the off-boresight angle φ0

as follows:
BW =

BW0

cosφ0
. (15)

2) Variable Measurement Covariance: In the case of jam-
ming, the position of the jammer can be determined because
airborne jammers are often strong sources free of clutter. The
width of the jammer notch BWJ can be calculated from
the antenna configuration of Figure 1. The jammer notch is
typically a small fraction of the beamwidth BW, i.e.,

BWJ = k · BW =
k · BW0

cosφ0
with 0 < k < 1 . (16)

But if the jammer direction ujam
k and the target direction is

known, the mean and the covariance matrix of the monopulse
estimates can be calculated as shown in [7]. As the true target
direction is in fact unknown, we will assume in the following
that the predicted direction uk|k−1 is not too far away from
the truth, i.e., that we (roughly) have uk|k−1 ≈ uk. The
aim is to provide the tracking algorithm with information on
the possibly highly elliptical shape of the measurement noise
covariance matrix Rub

k . As the strong ellipticity is only an
issue in the vicinity of the jammer (see Figure 4), one might
use such a Rub

k only in the vicinity of the jammer notch. By
this means, the sought-after measurement noise Rk reads

Rk =

 Rub
k 02×1 02×1

01×2 σ2
r 0

01×2 0 σ2
ṙ

 (17)

(see the measurement model in Section II).
3) Adjustment of Antenna Look Direction: In general, we

try to avoid antenna look directions in the jammer notch
because, in this particular case, good measurements results
cannot be expected. Therefore, we check if the predicted

target direction lies in the jammer notch and coincides roughly
with the jammer direction. If this is the case, we project the
predicted look direction onto the boundary of the circle of
radius BWJ/2 with center ujam

k as illustrated in Figure 3(b).
4) QuadSearch and Pseudo-Measurements: In case of a

measurement with sum beam power above the detection
threshold η while the predicted target direction lies in the
jammer notch, we would of course use this sensor data to
update the track file. Otherwise, if the target is not detected
(or if |S(ub)|2 ≤ η), the tracking algorithm initiates a specific
search named “QuadSearch”. As shown in Figure 3(c), this
means that the algorithm specifies four different antenna look
directions at the edge of the jammer notch to obtain better
monopulse estimates near the jammer. If this procedure does
not lead to a successful measurement, we exploit the informa-
tion that the prediction of the target is vanished in the jammer
notch as a result of the adaptive jammer suppression. More
precisely, we use the direction of the jammer as a pseudo-
measurement to maintain the track file, i.e., the corresponding
pseudo-measurement equation reads

yP
k = HPxsk + wP

k (18)

with yP
k = ujam

k , HP = [I2,02×7], and the pseudo-measure-
ment noise wP

k being normally distributed with variance RP
k ,

which is determined by the width of the jammer notch.
5) LocalSearch: If the track prediction is located outside of

the jammer notch and is not confirmed for several consecutive
scans (e.g., three scans), the tracking algorithm initiates a
specific search named “LocalSearch”. This search procedure
is similar to the “QuadSearch” approach in Figure 3(c), where
the principal direction ujam

k is replaced with the last predicted
target direction uk|k−1, while the offset is specified by the sum
beamwidth (instead of the width of the jammer notch). As a
consequence, these antenna look directions lie on the circle of
radius BW/2 with center uk|k−1.

IV. IMM-EKF FRAMEWORK

In order to consider the measurement noise Rk in the
tracking algorithm directly, the track maintenance and filtering
takes place in the sensor coordinate system. Accordingly, in
view of the different coordinate systems of the target state in
(1) and (10), we use an extended Kalman filter (EKF) with
linearized evolution model equations in sensor coordinates for
the prediction step (cf. [8]). On top of that, we may have to
deal with high dynamic situations in air-to-air target tracking.
In this context, multiple model approaches like the interacting
multiple model (IMM) are well-known candidates for signifi-
cantly improving overall tracking performance if targets may
switch between maneuvering and non-maneuvering behavior.
Details about the IMM can be found at various places in
literature, e.g., in [11], [12].

In the following, we describe the implemented IMM-EKF
framework using a set of R models with different target agility
parameters: Σj and θj affecting Fjk|k−1 and Qj

k|k−1, respec-
tively. Denoting by πik−1|k−1 the probability of model i having
been true at scan k − 1 and by πij = P

{
πk = j |πk−1 = i

}
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the probability of transitioning3 from model i to model j, the
processing cycle starts with the computation of the predicted
model probabilities

πjk|k−1 = P
{
πk = j |Yk−1

}
=

R∑
i=1

πijπik−1|k−1 (19)

and the mixing probabilities P{πk−1 = i|πk = j,Yk−1}, i.e.,

π
i|j
k−1|k−1 = πijπik−1|k−1 / π

j
k|k−1 . (20)

With these, we perform the standard interaction step

xs,0jk−1|k−1 =
R∑
i=1

π
i|j
k−1|k−1 xs,ik−1|k−1 (21)

Ps,0j
k−1|k−1 =

R∑
i=1

π
i|j
k−1|k−1

(
Ps,i
k−1|k−1 (22)

+
(
xs,ik−1|k−1 − xs,0jk−1|k−1

)(
xs,ik−1|k−1 − xs,0jk−1|k−1

)T)
for the target estimate in sensor coordinates. This step can
be motivated by replacing the true resulting Gaussian mixture
densities by normal densities with the same first and second
order moments. After that, the subsequent calculation of the
model-dependent prediction in antenna coordinates

xa,jk|k−1 = Fa,jk|k−1ta←s
[
xs,0jk−1|k−1

]
+ Ckp̃

j
k|k−1 (23)

with
Fa,jk|k−1 = CkF

j
k|k−1C

−1
k−1 (24)

and
p̃jk|k−1 = Fjk|k−1pk−1 − pk (25)

leads to the model-dependent prediction in sensor coordinates

xs,jk|k−1 = ts←a
[
xa,jk|k−1

]
(26)

Ps,j
k|k−1 = Fs,jk|k−1P

s,0j
k−1|k−1(Fs,jk|k−1)T + Qs,j

k|k−1 (27)

where the estimation error variance requires the computation
of Jacobian matrices for the following quantities:

Fs,jk|k−1 = Js←a
[
xa,jk|k−1

]
Fa,jk|k−1Ja←s

[
xs,0jk|k−1

]
(28)

Qs,j
k|k−1 = Js←a

[
xa,jk|k−1

]
CkQ

j
k|k−1C

T
k

(
Js←a

[
xa,jk|k−1

])T
.

(29)

In analogy to the interaction step, moment matching with the
predicted model estimates πjk|k−1, xs,jk|k−1, and Ps,j

k|k−1 yields
the mixed estimates of the prediction step: xsk|k−1 and Ps

k|k−1.
On the one hand, xsk|k−1 serves to specify the look direction
of the antenna, on the other hand, it is used together with
Ps
k|k−1 for measurement gating/validation.
In order to proceed further, each model is individually

updated with the validated measurements according to

xs,jk|k = xs,jk|k−1 + Ks,j
k|k−1

(
yk −Hxs,jk|k−1

)
(30)

Ps,j
k|k =

(
I9 −Ks,j

k|k−1H
)
Ps,j
k|k−1

(
I9 −Ks,j

k|k−1H
)T

(31)

+ Ks,j
k|k−1Rk

(
Ks,j
k|k−1

)T
3The random variable πk indicates the dynamic model, which is in effect

throughout the prediction step from scan k − 1 to scan k.
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Figure 5. Geographic plot of platform trajectories for the considered air-to-air
target tracking scenario with two jammers.
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Figure 6. Exemplary azimuth measurements for a specific time window for
the scenario of Figure 5.

with the innovation yk − Hxs,jk|k−1 and the corresponding
covariance

Ss,jk|k−1 = HPs,j
k|k−1H

T + Rk (32)

as well as the Kalman gain

Ks,j
k|k−1 = Ps,j

k|k−1H
T
(
Ss,jk|k−1

)−1
. (33)

Equation (31) is the Joseph form of the estimation error
variance update equation. Based on the model-dependent mea-
surement likelihoods

Λjk|k−1 = p(yk |πk = j,Yk−1) = N
(
yk; Hxs,jk|k−1,S

s,j
k|k−1

)
(34)

we obtain the updated model likelihoods according to

πjk|k = P
{
πk = j |Yk

}
=

Λjk|k−1 π
j
k|k−1∑R

i=1 Λik|k−1 π
i
k|k−1

(35)

before finally computing, for output purposes only, the mixed
target estimate in geographic coordinates:

xk|k = C−1
k ta←s

( R∑
j=1

πjk|k xs,jk|k

)
+ pk . (36)

In case of a pseudo-measurement, we use the same update
equations and simply replace yk, H, and Rk with yP

k , HP,
and RP

k . By this means, the track maintenance cycle of the
IMM-EKF framework is closed.
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Figure 7. Simulation results of 900 Monte Carlo runs for three different setups of the tracking algorithm (see Table II). Shown are results concerning track
continuity and percentage of different types/usages of measurements (e.g., measurements used in the update step or excluded because of gating).

V. SIMULATION

A. Description of Simulation Framework
The geographic plot of platform trajectories in Figure 5 is

the basis of our (fictitious) air-to-air target tracking scenario
with two jammers. In this scenario, the sensor (i.e., the
observing platform) approaches the target and ensures with
some maneuvers that this object of interest remains in the
120◦ field of view (FOV) of the antenna. The target maintains
more or less its course and can hide from the sensor for short
periods, i.e., in the jammer notch of the standoff jammer (SOJ)
for 7 s and in the one of the escort/support jammer (ESJ) for
another 8 s. The SOJ is on patrol and follows a predefined
race track at constant altitude; the ESJ joins the target in
order to protect it against detection. While the speed of every
object remains the same, the maximum radial acceleration
of 2.3 g is experienced by the target during the last turn.
The parameters for the starting points of the trajectories are
summarized in Table I. The overall simulation time is 360 s
with tk − tk−1 = 1 s.

The sensor employs the array antenna of Figure 1, where
the parameter of the sum beamwidth BW is set to 3.4◦. With
this in mind, the limit of the monopulse estimate is specified
by α = 1.2 or αBW = 4.08◦ as illustrated in Figure 3(a),
while k = 0.5 leads to the width of the jammer notch, i.e.,
BWJ = 1.7◦. Moreover, as the possibly highly elliptical shape
of the measurement noise covariance matrix Rub

k is only an
issue in the vicinity of the jammer, the diameter of this zone
is set to 8.5◦ (= 5 ·BWJ). Outside of this region, the tracking
algorithm uses constant standard deviations of 0.005 for the
components of an angle measurement. The other constant stan-
dard deviations are σr = 75 m (for range measurements) and
σṙ = 7.5 m/s (for range-rate measurements). Last but not least,
this antenna model also considers the following signal-to-noise
(SNR) and jammer-to-noise (JNR) ratios at the reference range
r0 = 70 km: SNR0 = 26 dB and JNR0 = 27 dB.

Table I
STARTING POINTS FOR THE SCENARIO OF FIGURE 5

Sensor Target SOJ ESJ

East [km] 20.0 10.0 35.0 38.0
North [km] 50.0 120.0 114.0 125.0

Altitude [km] 10.2 10.0 10.0 10.0
Velocity [m/s] 220.0 250.0 150.0 160.0
Heading [◦] 15.0 110.0 −30.0 180.0

This antenna model is not only applied for the computation
of the variable measurement covariance used in the tracking
filter, but also for the generation of angle measurements.
However, in this case, the measurement noise is computed
dependent on the look direction of the antenna (specified by
uk|k−1) and the true target direction uk, where the offset be-
tween both directions leads to a bias of the angle measurement.
In contrast, the true target direction is unknown to the tracking
algorithm. This is why we use the predicted direction as an
approximation. On the one hand, this means that the track-
ing algorithm regards all incoming sensor data as unbiased
measurements (because of the assumption uk|k−1 ≈ uk), on
the other hand, it means that, strictly speaking, the computed
angle measurement noise is only valid for the particular look
direction of the antenna. In Figure 6, exemplary azimuth
measurements are presented to provide insight into the above-
mentioned mismatch of the angle measurement uncertainty,
where σSIM

uk
denotes the standard deviation with which the az-

imuth measurements are generated in the antenna simulation,
while σFILT

uk
corresponds to the parameter, which is used in the

tracking algorithm. Furthermore, Figure 6 illustrates the usage
of pseudo-bearing measurements while the target is vanished
in the jammer notch.

In the subsequent simulations, we apply the IMM-EKF of
Section IV consisting of two different sets of target agility
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(a)

Program A : 48.2 % valid tracks

(b)

Program B : 68.2 % valid tracks

(c)

Program C : 98.0 % valid tracks

Figure 8. Further results for the Monte Carlo simulation of Figure 7. Shown are absolute and relative errors, which have been computed only for valid
tracks, i.e., the left part summarizes the results of 434 valid runs, the middle part the results of 614 valid runs, and the right part the results of 882 valid runs.

parameters: a low process noise model (with Σ1 = 0.5 m/s2

and θ1 = 30 s) and a high process noise model (with Σ2 =
40 m/s2 and θ2 = 1 s). Track initialization is performed using
the first three measurements, where the look directions of the
antenna are identical with the true target directions, and where
we set limit values for the maximum climbing/sinking speed
and the velocity and acceleration magnitudes.

B. Selected Results of Monte Carlo Simulations
In order to evaluate our stabilization measures, we used

Monte Carlo simulations for three different tracking program
settings, which are summarized in Table II and are hereinafter
referred to as Programs A, B, and C. While all three programs
used ABF for jammer suppression, Program A, or in other
words, the plain version considered only those stabilization
measures that do not need any knowledge of the jammer.
In contrast, this information (about the jammer position and
the width of the jammer notch) was available for Program B
to check if the predicted target direction lay in the jammer

Table II
DIFFERENT TRACKING PROGRAM SETTINGS

Option Program A Program B Program C

Adaptive beamforming (ABF) � � �
Adjustment of ant. look direction − � �
LocalSearch � � �
Projection of monopulse estimate � � �
Pseudo-measurements − � �
QuadSearch − � �
Variable measurement covariance − − �

notch. This is essential for “QuadSearch”, the usage of pseudo-
measurements, et cetera. In addition to that, Program C also
analyzed the variable measurement covariance. The results of
each Monte Carlo simulation with 900 runs are summarized
in Figures 7 and 8, where the track file was declared lost if
there was no measurement update for five consecutive time
steps. More precisely, Programs B and C applied this measure
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of track loss if and only if the predicted target direction was
outside of the jammer notch.

Figure 7 shows the percentage of active track files and of
different types/usages of measurements for each time step.
For example, the values named “Meas. (update)” indicate how
many (pseudo-)measurements have been used for updating the
track file. Furthermore, it becomes apparent that the particular
jammer notch of the SOJ inflicted heavy track losses on
Programs A and B. While Programs B and C used pseudo-
measurements in order to partially balance the non-detections
of the target, it appears that the most effective stabilization
measure was the usage of the variable measurement covariance
in the proximity of the jammer notch to avoid that as many
measurements were excluded because of gating. This is proba-
bly related to the fact that the variable measurement covariance
was able to approximately reflect the possibly highly elliptical
shape of the measurement noise covariance matrix.

The upper part of Figure 8 shows root mean square (RMS)
errors with regard to the look direction of the antenna as well
as the location and speed of the target. It is found that the
knowledge of the sensor-to-jammer geometry (Programs B and
C) and, in particular, the additional consideration of the vari-
able measurement covariance (Program C) were able to reduce
these errors significantly. When using estimators, credibility of
estimates is an important quality measure, or more precisely,
the estimator’s self-assessment of the estimation error. Here,
we exploit the average normalized estimation error squared

ANEES =
1

3M

M∑
µ=1

[(
L
(
xsk|k − xsk

))T
(37)

×
(
LPs

k|kL
T
)−1

L
(
xsk|k − xsk

)]
µ

where the subscript µ indicates tracking results concerning the
µth run of a Monte Carlo simulation totaling M valid runs
and L selects the part of the target state, i.e., L is equal to
[I3,03×6] for the position rsk and is equal to [03, I3,03] for
the velocity ṙsk. Consequently, values of the ANEES larger
than one indicate that the filter is overly confident about its
estimation quality. The bottom part of Figure 8 shows the
logarithm of the ANEES for position and velocity. The results
for Programs A and B indicate that the tracking algorithm
was too optimistic with respect to its estimation quality in the
vicinity of the respective jammer notch. This is probably due
to the fact that, in these areas, Programs A and B were too
optimistic about the accuracy of the measurements, whereas
Program C achieved a much better result by considering the
variable measurement covariance matrix.

VI. CONCLUSION

The focus of this paper was on adaptive air-to-air target
tracking in the presence of jamming. We have proposed a
kind of “sensor management” in order to improve selection

of antenna look directions and maintaining of track files
in environments, where targets are barely visible (for the
antenna) due to jamming interference and/or adaptive jammer
suppression. Stabilization measures to mitigate the tracking
problems have been developed and integrated in an IMM-
EKF framework (e.g., limiting the monopulse estimate to the
neighborhood of the sum beam, avoidance of antenna look
directions in the jammer notch, usage of pseudo-measurements
to maintain the track file if the predicted target direction was
in the jammer notch, etc.). Besides considering the radar-
to-jammer geometry, the most accurate modeling of angle
measurement uncertainties played a decisive role. Selected
simulation results have demonstrated significant improvements
of tracking performance.

The achievable improvement of the results for track conti-
nuity always depends on the specific scenario. In the case of
highly dynamic targets that are permanently located in (the
vicinity of) jammer notches and/or use this protection for
sudden turnarounds, it cannot be expected that track continuity
is close to 100 percent. But this is exactly what could be an
interesting field of further research.
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